For Benefit Consultants

1 in 4 of your clients’ employees are
currently battling substance addiction
But fewer than 8% of them have access to effective treatment.
You can fix that.
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Quit Genius - the world’s
first digital addiction clinic
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Quit Genius delivers personalized MAT to individuals with a
substance use disorder, wherever they are.
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Proven outcomes
The only digital program that has validated
outcomes through 6 peer-reviewed studies
and a Randomized Control Trial
Quit Genius’ validated results in
a Randomized Control Trial
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published studies
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You can now offer one dynamic
program across smoking, vaping,
alcohol and opioid abuse
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The time to act is now
Without Quit Genius your clients will suffer from:
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*Based on 10,000 employee workforce and 400 enrolled into Quit Genius

To learn more, visit quitgenius.com or email partners@quitgenius.com

